
will demand a high degree of signal equipment flexibility, to the 1. For several years the additional street capacity needed to accom-
extent that continuously changing conditions must be automatically modate Commodore Point Bridge traffic can be provided through
sensed and this information used to cause smooth transition of the development of a good system of one-way streets and
signal cycles and green time apportionments at each intersection, through the intensive application of traffic engineering tech-
Traffic-actuated flexibility at some individual intersections will be niques.
required. Master control and interconnection are necessary for such
a system, and cable connections with ultimate capacity should be 2. Whether or not the Bridge is built, 10 to 20 years from now
provided during the street widening and improvement phase. major changes will be required to handle expected traffic in-
Equipment costs for a completely modernized system of 20 inter- creases. These will have to include curb-parking removal with
sections should be in the vicinity of $50,000, a nominal expense, commensurate off-street parking development, and probably
considering benefits derived and in comparison with the other costs major street system additions to separate through from local
being contemplated to facilitate traffic movements throughout the traffic and better distribute central business district traffic. It is
Jacksonville area. anticipated that the forthcoming Volume II, Jacksonville-Duval

County Transportation Study, being developed and published
Overall Traffic Conditions by the Florida State Road Department will provide some rec-

ommendations regarding this problem.

The question of overall effect on downtown traffic conditions can
only be satisfactorily answered if it is assumed that current activi- Conclusions; Traffic Impact
ties to improve traffic and parking conditions downtown are con-
tinued and perhaps accelerated. If traffic operations, signal timing From the analysis of traffic impact it has been concluded that the
and curb parking are maintained as at present, after Commodore opening of the proposed Commodore Point Bridge will have the
Point Bridge is opened there will be little increase in traffic conges- overall affect on traffic conditions of re-orienting some of the move-
tion during peak hours, but some additional traffic will enter down- ments now being made over other bridges, and particularly reliev-
town in the off-peak hours. Adjustment of signal timing will permit ing the north-south movement on the Main Street Bridge-traffic
the movement of additional traffic during both peak and off-peak which now has no reasonable alternative route to enter or leave the
hours, and the removal of parking or standing vehicles, loading business district. It would be unrealistic to assume that there will
zones and bus stops, from at least one side of certain selected streets be no problems connected with this re-orientation. However, it is
would be of very material benefit. It should be a policy, however, concluded that all of these problems can be surmounted without
that curb spaces be removed only as rapidly as equivalent off-street great difficulty. Fortunately, the streets which will receive addi-
parking spaces become available; the correlary policy must be that tional traffic because of the pattern shifts are those on which suffi-
off-street parking shall be provided prior to the need for curb- cient capacity can be easily attained.
parking removal.

The improvement and development of these east-west streets,
The traffic circulation and parking problems of downtown Jackson- Forsyth, Adams, Monroe and Duval, as efficient one-way distribu-
ville are much too great in magnitude to be materially affected, one tors is a necessity. Traffic increases on these facilities will not seri-
way or the other, by the opening of a new river crossing. Inter- ously interfere with the north-south movements on Main, Ocean,
connection of at least some of the downtown traffic signals with the Newnan, Market, and Liberty Streets. With a completely modern
modern signal system recommended for Duval, Monroe, Adams and and flexible traffic signal system in operation, it can be expected
Forsyth Streets, would be well worth the cost, and selective parking that traffic throughout the downtown area will move far more
removal would permit the central business area to reap the full efficiently than it does today. With concerted efforts to apply traffic
benefits of having the new Bridge. The point is that: engineering principles, smooth traffic flow can be achieved, and ex-
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